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B Verse 1
E5
Raise the sights... the ci-ty lights are call-ing...

G5
C5
D5

We're

Guitars 1, 2
Fig. 5
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Hot tonight, the time is right, there's nitrogen in the air.

In the street is where we'll meet, we're warning.

On the beat we walk the street, beware.

Bridge

Thousands of cars and a million guitars.

Screaming with power in the air.

We've found the place where the decibels race.

This army of rock will be there.

Chorus

To ram it down.
ram it down. Straight through the heart of this town.
Ram it down. Razing the place to the ground.
Ram it down.
Verse 2
E5 Guitars 1 and 2 play Fig. 5

Bodies rev-in' in leather heaven and wonder.

Lights are dimmin' and heads are swimmin' and wonder hits the stage.

Hell breaks loose, turn on the juice get stronger.

We
metal maniacs begin to rave!

dive

Coda
down.

D5

Guitar 1 continues Fig. 2 and Guitar 2 con't. Fig. 3

( Drum fill )

E/B

B

We're all together now.
Guitar 1 plays supporting bass line on root of chords
Coda

Razing the place to the ground.

Guitar 3

2 hold bend
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Ram it down ram it down

Full slide off

Full slide off

straight through the heart of this town.
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Ram it down ram it down

side off side off

(Abdg. voc.) Ah

Razing the place to the razing the place to the

Guitar 1/2

ow

razing the place to the ground.